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Abstract
This paper presents a system, which is able to recognize
15dif
ferent continuous human activities in real-time using
a single stationary camera as input.The system can recognize activities such as raising or waving hand(s), sitting
down and bending down.The recognition is based on describing activities as a continuous sequence ofdiscrete
postures, which are derivedfrom af
fine invariant descriptors.Using af
f
ine invariant descriptors makes our system
robust against such dif
ferences in camera locations as
distance from the object and change in viewing direction
as these dif
ferences can be consideredto have the af
fect of
near af
f
ine transformations as human silhouettes are considered.
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Introduction

The recognition of human gestures and activities has
become a research area of great interest as it has many
potential application domainsincluding human-computer
interfaces, sign language interpretation and automated
surveillance of parking lots and ATM s. In recent years,
manyapproachesto human activityrecognition have been
presented[1,2]. DavisandBobick [3]usedtemporal templatesto represent andrecognize aerobicsactions. Ali and
Aggarwal [4]used the anglesof inclination of the torso,
the lower andupper partsof the legsasfeaturesto recognize human activity. Eickeler et al. [5]usedglobal motion
features,whereasIwai et al. [6]used image flow for recognizing various gestures. Elgammal et al. [7] used
exemplar posesto recognize six simple arm gestures.
There are two major typesof variation in the way people perform different activities: temporal and spatial
variation. Temporal variation iscaused by the difference
in duration of performingactivitiesandit isusuallyeffectively compensated by using Hidden M arkov M odels
(HM M ). Spatial variation on the other hand isdue to the
fact that people have different waysof performing activities and different physics. Compensating for spatial
variations is more difficult and usually requires lengthy
andnon-optimal training.
In general,motion-based activity recognition systems
are vulnerable to spatial variation caused by unintended
motion. We feel that this problem can be handled efficiently with an appearance-based approach. It is an
interesting idea to discard motion information and use
purely posture information without any explicit human
model for activity recognition. However,the usage of
exemplar poses becomes impractical as the number of
activitiesincreases. Our approach isthat it isneither advantageousnor practical to try to recognize a posture in
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too detail,and that it is more important to classify the
posture in to a superclass that is semantically correct.
Stepsto thisdirection have previously been taken by Liu
and Lovell [8]and Leo et. al [9]who can recognize six
and four activities,respectively,using only three basic
postures. In thispaper we describe a novel methodology
capable of recognizing awider range of posturesand activities. Our methodisto use two successive classifiers,a
support vector machine (SVM )and a discrete HM M ,to
buildasystem,whichisrobust against spatial style variationsand doesnot need lengthy and non-optimal training
of continuousHM M s.

2 System Overview
The system implementation consistsof the three parts
shown in Fig1. In thiswork,we make the assumption of a
staticbackground,and so we can do the background subtraction bythresholdingthe difference between the current
frame and the static background image. After the background subtraction,we have a human silhouette,and as
the last phase of pre-processing,we extract the contour
from the silhouette.
Video stream
Backgroundsubtraction

Pre-processing
contour extraction
Human Contour
Computation of affine
invariant descriptors

Posture classification
SVM classifier
Human pose
dHM M s
action segmentation and
activityrecognition

Activityrecognition

Displayactivities

Figure 1. Illustration of the processingstagesof the
system.
In posture classification,we first calculate affine invariant Fourier descriptorsfrom the contour. Then we use
these descriptorsasafeature vector to classifythe posture
witharadial basisSVM . The output of the posture classification module isthusasequence of discrete postures.

The last part of the implementation is the activity recognition module. This module uses hidden Markov
models to model different activities and calculates the
probabilities of the activities based on the posture sequence from posture classification module. Action
segmentation is done by using a windowing method.
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canbefoundfrom [12].
In our implementation we use a SVM with Gaussian
radialbasis kernelfunction to classify the invariant descriptors into a discrete posture. The idea behind this
classification step is to extract the relevant information
about peoples posture. This means that we are interested
in describing postures with smallvariations into asuperposturewhich contains alltherelevant information ofthe
actual postures. This makes our system more robust
against spatialvariation in performing of activities and
also makes theteachingphaseoftheHMMs easier.

Posture Cl
assification

3.
1 Affine invariant Fourier descriptors
Let x0 = { x(n) , n = 1,2,...,N} be the reference image
boundary, where x(n)={u(n),v(n)} is a vector representation of the nth pixel on the boundary, and similarly x be the
contour in an observed image. Then if x represents the
same boundary as x0, but has gone through an affine
transformation, the relationship between x and x0 can be
written as,

x

Ax 0  b .

4 Acti
vityRecogniti
on

(1)

where A is a 2x2 matrix that represents scaling, rotation
and other linear transformations and has |
A|  0, and b
represents a 2x1-translation vector. In terms ofefficient
posture classification, we must design an algorithm that
generates contour descriptors that are independent ofall
seven parameters (four elements of matrix A, two elements ofvector b and thestarting point ofthecontour x)
ofthetransformation.
Affineinvariant Fourier descriptors havebeen used for
lip reading [10]and for recognition ofaircrafts [11]. Usage of affine invariant Fourier descriptors in human
postureestimationis anew approachespeciall
yto activity
recognition. In our system, theextraction ofaffineinvariant Fourier descriptors from asilhouettecontour is similar
to thework ofArbter et al.[11]. After Fourier transformation is applied to thecontour vector x,weget amatrix of
coefficients

DiscreteHidden MarkovModel
s treat discretetimesequences as the output ofa Markov process whose states
cannot be directl
y observed. The basics ofdHMMs are
introducednext, but see[13]for moredetail
s, suchas the
trainingofthemodels andtheforwardalgorithm.
A dHMM whichhas N states Q = {q1, q2,… , qN} andM
output symbols V = {v1, v2, ..., vM} is full
y specified by
the triplet Ȝ = {A, B, ʌ}. An exampleofamodelwhere
N = 3 and M = 2 is ill
ustrated in Fig 2. Let the state at
timestep t best, now theNxN statetransitionmatrixA is
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wherep, k > 0 and Xp  0. This is acompleteset ofinvariants for x and x0 which have different starting points
and satisfy Eq. 1 with arbitrary A, b. From this set ofinvariants, we use ten invariants to represent a human
posture.

3.
2 Support vectormachine
Support vector machineis atwo-class classifier that can
beused to as amultipleclass classifier by constructing a
net consisting oftwo-class classifiers. Detail
s on SVMs
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Arbter et al. show that affineinvariant Fourier descriptors
Qk canbecalculatedfrom thesecoefficients
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Figure 2. An example ofa ful
ly connected threestate, two-output dHMM.
The idea behind using the dHMMs is to construct a
modelfor each ofthe activities that we want to track.
DHMMs giveastatebasedrepresentationfor eachactivity.
For example, activity ‘raise both hands’coul
d be represented with athree-statemodelwheretheposition ofthe
hands (down, between shoul
ders, and above the head)
determine the states and the classified posture is the
one-dimensionaloutput symbol.

After having the models for each activity, we take a
posture sequence O = {O1,O2,…,OT} from the SVM classifier and calculate the probability P(O|Ȝ), the probability
of a model Ȝ for the observation sequence, for every
model. The probability P(O|Ȝ) can be solved by using the
forward algorithm. We can then recognize the activity as
being the one, which is represented by the most probable
model.
In real situations, the transitions between activities
make activity recognition much more complicated and
determining the correct boundaries for the observation
sequence in the calculation of model probabilities is difficult. Our approach to temporal segmentation is just simply
to use multiple windows, with lengths ranging from Ĳmin to
Ĳmax, which are sliding through the observation sequence.
Activity segmentation can be done by thresholding the
difference between two most probable models in every
window. An activity is detected if any activity model rises
above a threshold in any window.

The system was trained using only one person for both
the posture classification module and the activity recognition module. The training sequences are not part of the test
set though the person used on the training phase also appears in the test set. Table 1 gives the results on the test
set.
Table 1. Confusion matrix for the experiment.
Rows and columns represent the recognized activities and the ground truth, respectively.
Raise one hand
W ave one hand
Lower one hand
Raise both hands
W ave both hands
Lower both hands
Bend down
Get up
Raise foot
Lower foot
Sit down
Stand up
Squat
Raise from squat
X-hopping
No activity
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4. Examples of the view seen by the camera. (a) and (b) are views from the test set and (c) is
one posture used in training.

Experiments

To test the performance of our approach we implemented a real time system capable of recognizing 15 basic
activities and recorded a test set of five sequences containing continuous actions by five different persons. Each
person made about 20 activities in varying orders and
without any intentional pauses. Examples of the activities
are presented in Fig 3. The viewing direction was the
same in all test sequences as well as in training. Example
views seen by the camera are shown in Fig 4.

Raise one hand
W ave one hand
Lower one hand
Rise both hands
W ave both hands
Lower both hands
Bend down
Get up
Raise foot
Lower foot
Sit down
Stand up
Squat
Raise from squat
X-hopping
No detection
Late detection
Total

1

6
6
1 6

1

1

6

1
5

1
1

6
4

1
5
8

1
2

8
5 1
5
3
1 2

2
2

1

16
2 2
1
7 7 6 6 5 6 5 5 9 9 5 6 6 6 17 11
1

1 1

The total number of activities in the sequences was 101,
the number of detections was 110, and the number of correct recognitions was 91, giving recognition rate of 90%
and detection accuracy of 83%. The column sums in Table
1 exceed the total number of activities because at times,
the temporal segmentation fails to work ideally and we get
multiple detections (both correct and incorrect) from a
single activity.
Even though the test set is rather small it proves that
our methodology works robustly. The nature of the test is
to show that even though the system is trained using only
one person, it can still correctly classify activities by people with different body builds, as the tallest test subject
was 185 cm tall the shortest was 160 cm. For the person
that was used both in training and tests, the system gave
only one false alarm and did not miss any activity, indicating that if more people were used in training, the
recognition results would be even better.
The system is trained using only a single view and we
have presented tests using that same view, but the system
also tolerates some change in the viewing direction. Activities are still recognized even with the change of ±45

Figure 3. Examples of the 15 activities. Beginning
from the top row:Raise one hand, wave one hand,
lower one hand, raise both hands, wave both hands,
lower both hands, bend down, get up, raise foot,
lower foot, sit down, stand up, squat, rise from
squat, and finally the last row contains x-hopping.
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degrees in the viewing direction though the recognition
rate slowly starts to fall as the angle increases.
Currently the implementation has a few restrictions. As
mentioned earlier, the viewing direction is somewhat fixed
and the background is assumed to be static making the
segmentation of the silhouette easy. In addition, we assume that there is only one person in the field of view and
that there is no occlusion.
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Conclusions

We have presented a new robust method for real-time
human activity recognition using only posture information,
and we have implemented a system that can recognize
gestures with 90% accuracy. The recognition accuracy
could still be improved with intensive training. However,
the presented tests show clearly that the system is effective against spatial variation although only one person was
used for training. Using superpostures also helps to avoid
ambiguities caused by spatial variation and therefore diminishes the variance in observation probabilities for the
dHMMs making the action segmentation easier. When
compared to continuous HMMs, the states and observation vectors of the dHMMs in our approach have a clear
meaning. This is a very useful property when tracking
down reasons behind misclassifications and it makes iterative upgrading of the system easier.
The system implementation is really fast as the computation time for processing one frame on an AMD Athlon
2200+ processor is less than 10 ms. This makes it possible
to further develop the system in the future while still
maintaining operation at video rate.
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